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Developing a self practice
What’s your favourite yoga pose? Or least
favourite? And how often do you do them?
Perhaps the best way to overcome your
fears and challenge your endurance on
your most and least favourite asana is to
gradually develop a self practice.
There are many reasons for developing a
self-practice:
• You decide what you want to do based on
what your body needs that day.
• You can practise any time of the day and
week, regardless of your studio’s schedule.
• You decide how long you want to practise
- it could be a 15-min pranayama and
meditation session or it could be a fullblown two-hour inversion practice.
So what are the obstacles to developing
such a practice?
• Beginners will face the task of
remembering poses to practice.
• More experienced students face the
dilemma of deciding what emphasis to
choose during any particular session.
• Illness, family obligations, boredom, travel
and that universal bugaboo, a perceived
lack of time.

Don’t get us wrong. We still want you
to visit the studio and practise with
our amazing team of teachers. They
are a guide and are able to provide
you with advice and help develop
your practice based on their years
of training and experience.
Here are a few new additions to our
team to look out for:
Magali
- From Brazil
- Works as a ‘clown
doctor’
- Teaches Beginner on
Saturday 11am and
Restorative on
Wednesday 8pm
Rose
- Trained with the same
teachers as Germin and
Li Ling
- Teaches Yin Yang on
Wednesday 9.30am
- Loves purple!
Samantha
- Similar training in India
as Yen’s
- Chair pose is her least
favourite
- Teaches Vinyasa on
Saturday 10am

Tips for a successful self practice
1.

Creating a self practice starts with the
mind and an understanding of your
body and your strengths and weaknesses.
Make a list of what you want to work on
and what will make you feel good. Be
honest since no one will be judging you.

2.

Designate an area or room at
home for the practice to take place.
Lay out the mat invitingly and make sure
your children and pets do not have access
while you are having your me-time. Have
your props like blankets, blocks and straps
within reach. Even go to the extent of
creating a dimmer room with curtains and
soft lighting if you are craving for a gentler
session.

Special class for February

Om Meditation

- improves concentration and focus
- by relaxing our mind and body, our

-

blood pressure will decrease and our
heart will beat with a more regular
rhythm
improves your voice by giving strength
to your vocal cords and the muscles
around it
helps with sinus issues
Date: 19 February (Sunday)
Time: 16.00-17.15
Cost: Normal class fees apply.
Book online.

3.

Do not be hung up on the
duration of each practice. If you have
just returned from a long overseas trip,
chances are you would need a shorter 20min session of Restorative Yoga. But if you
are feeling energetic and want to feel
challenged, it could be a two-hour
practice peppered with arm balances and
inversions. The point is: know your energy
level for that day and tailor accordingly. A
longer session may not be a more effective
practice.

4.

The foundation of a home practice is a
basic, well-rounded pose sequence.
Such a well-rounded sequence does not
emphasise any particular area of your
body. Instead, it attempts to move your
spine in all directions and thus includes
vertical stretching, inversion, forward
bending, backbending, twisting, as well as
relaxation. This basic sequence should also
attempt to equally increase balance,
strength, and flexibility.

5.

Add in non-yoga elements as
necessary. Do not feel limited with
the yoga routine. Examples include a
short High-Intensity Interval Training
(HIIT) workout as warm up, or
myofascial ball therapy release or
roller release as cooling down. If core
work using Pilates techniques rock
your boat, do it! If doing sit-ups work
best to feel your core, go for it.

